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 <andrea.t@oa.intechopen.com> Unsubscribe Thu, 14 Oct 2021, 05:18

to me
Andrea Tomurad

Dear Dr. Yustian,

Due to your involvement in the field and the research you published in your paper, "Filling a gap on the blank distribution of the giant freshwater
stingray Urogymnus polylepis: First records in Malay Peninsula (Chondrichthyes: Dasyatidae)," IntechOpen invites you to contribute a chapter to
"Fishery," an Open Access book edited by Dr. Noor Us Saher.

Work with an internationally recognized peer group and gain increased visibility for your published work.
Please visit the book project page to start the submission process at:
https://mts.intechopen.com/welcome?books_hash=779781b633e6b504abcb661577789028&call_email=idr_yustian@unsri.ac.id&books_id=10748&
src=S-T-1

We look forward to hearing from you.

Kind Regards,

Andrea Tomurad 
Author Service Manager 
____________________________________

IntechOpen
Rijeka: Janeza Trdine 9, 51000 Rijeka, Croatia
London: 5 Princes Gate Court, London, SW7 2QJ, UK 
+44 20 8089 5702

INTECHOPEN LIMITED, Registered in England and Wales No. 11086078

We are IntechOpen, the world's leading publisher of Open Access books 
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 <hilpert@pfeil-verlag.de> Mon, 16 Dec 2019, 17:31

to me
HILPERT

Dear Indra,

hereby you receive the pdf file of your contribution IEF-1112.
It has been published »online first« today.

The printed version will follow hopefully soon.

With kindest regards,
Hubert

Dr. Hubert Hilpert
Verlag Dr. Friedrich Pfeil
Wolfratshauser Straße 27
81379 München
089 5528600-3
hilpert@pfeil-verlag.de
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urgent corrections requested: IEF-1112 External Inbox ×

 <fritz.pfeil@pfeil-verlag.de> Tue, 5 Nov 2019, 22:10

to me
Dr. Friedrich Pfeil

Dear Author(s),

The next issue of our journal »Ichthyological Exploration of Freshwaters« is in preparation and we have prepared for you a PDF of the proof of your article. 

Attached we send you two PDFs and a prepared list for your corrections in WORD:

1. the PDF of your article for your final corrections
2. a letter regarding your article in IEF and attached an order form for additional reprints and/or the open access pdf.
3. Attention please! The managing editor wants from now on all corrections returned as listed in this attached WORD-file. You will find a provisional list of 
line numbers on both sides of your corrections PDF to help you to identify the line of your desired corrections. This will help to safe time.

Please read this letter carefully, we have some important news regarding the reprints and PDF.

We are still late. Issues #1 and 2 of volume 29 (2018) are published and we want to print the next issues #3 and 4 of volume 29 (2018) as next and as soon as 
possible. Please send your corrections as soon as you can by e-mail to Paulo Lucinda.

If you want reprints, please send your order directly by e-mail or fax to me.

You will receive a free (not encrypted) PDF of your article. This will be in a lower resolution especially of the figures. You can use this for your work and to give it 
to your colleagues, but you are not allowed to put this e.g. on a website for free download or for a library for public use.
But we offer the authors to receive from us a high quality open access PDF at the same price what 100 printed reprints would cost. Only this registred PDF can be 
legally distributed, sent around and copied ... and e.g. placed on a website for public download.

We are on a good way, but still very late to publish this issue and we urgently need more manuscripts for IEF. Please, if you want to help that IEF can be published 
in the future years, send your articles to Paulo Lucinda and tell your friends and colleagues and students to publish in this journal. We tried to do our best for 28 
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 <idr_yustian@unsri.ac.id> 13 Jun 2019, 11:31

to muhammad, arum, Paulo
idr_yustian unsri

Dear Dr. Paulo Lucinda,

really sorry for the very late response. 
Please find attached the revision of our manuscript. 
We hope this time will meet all requirements.... :) 

Best regards,
indra

2 Attachments

IEF 1112 text rev1_…

 <lucinda@mail.uft.edu.br> Mon, 17 Jun 2019, 18:37

to me, muhammad, arum
Paulo Lucinda

Thanks. 

However, the new figure does not IEF style and standards. Please keep the format/style of the previous version adding the required changes. 

PL
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Dear Dr. Paulo,

please find attached, our revised manuscript of IEF 1112. We would be very happy to hear the next good news from you. 

Best regards.
indra

IEF 1112 text rev1_…

 <lucinda@mail.uft.edu.br> 6 May 2019, 11:08

to me, muhammad
Paulo Lucinda

Received, thank you. 

I went through your ms and have the following comments: 

Figure 1: Delete "Malay peninsula", both arrows and "N".
 
Figure 1: You should address reviewer's comment 20: "record 1, 2, 3, and 6 no freshwater or no estuary". I understand that all your records are from
brackish waters and the reviewer is suggesting that you should draw the rivers as you did for 4, 5 and 7 (to show and  make clear that records are
brackish not marine).
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 <lucinda@mail.uft.edu.br> Tue, 5 Mar 2019, 21:08

to me
Paulo Lucinda

Dear Dr. Indra Yustian, 

Please find attached the review of your manuscript (IEF 1112). 

The reviewer (Dr. Jürgen Pollerspöck) waived his anonymity and would be happy to receive a pdf of your paper: 

"you can inform the authors about my name and if possible I would be happy to get a pdf of the published paper".

Please acknowledge receipt of this message and 2 attachments. 
Please do not forget to review IEF instructions and to USE TRACKED CHANGES. 

Best regards, 
Paulo Lucinda

2 Attachments

IEF 1112 text rev1.… INSTRUCTIONS FO…
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 <idr_yustian@unsri.ac.id> Thu, 21 Feb 2019, 02:56

to lucinda, muhammad
idr_yustian unsri

Dear Dr. Paulo Lucinda,

First, let me introduce myself. My name is Indra Yustian from Dept. Biology, Sriwijaya Universitu, Indonesia. Here, We submit our paper to IEF with title:
- Filling the gap on the blank distribution of giant freshwater stingray Urogymnus polylepis in Malay Peninsula (Chondrichthyes: Dasyatidae).

Regarding persons who qualified to review the paper, I propose:
1. Dr. Mabel Manjaji-Matsumoto, email: mabel@ums.edu.my    
2. Dr. Peter Kyne, email: peter.kyne@cdu.edu.au
3. Dr.Jürgen Pollerspöck, email: juergen.pollerspoeck@gmail.com 

Hope this paper accepted by IEF. Thank you very much for your kind attention, and looking forward further.

Kindest regards,
Indra Yustian

IEF Iqbal_Giant fre…

 <lucinda@mail.uft.edu.br> Mon, 25 Feb 2019, 18:52

to me
Paulo Lucinda

Dear Dr. Indra Yustian, 

Thank you for submitting your manuscript (Urogymnus polylepis in Malay Peninsula) for publication in IEF . 

It now has a new number: IEF 1112.  
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